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Starting a small engine repair shop is a great way to start your own business if you are mechanically inclined. Commissioning costs are modest, and requirements are often lower compared to mechanics working in cars and trucks. In Michigan, for example, there are no state laws that require you to obtain a license to
repair small engines. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, a good small motor mechanic earns more than $20 an hour as an employee. As a business owner with overheads and no one paying you benefits or vacation time should consider charging a little more. Small engines cover a wide spectrum of
machinery, including two- and four-time engines. If you're just getting started, it may not be realistic to think that you can work on all the machines your customers can bring you. Without a little training, just because you have experience working on Honda lawn mowers does not necessarily mean that you will be able to
diagnose and repair a Briggs &amp; Stratton portable generator. For some people, particularly those who are mechanically inclined, learning on the fly can come naturally. However, this takes time and you can't expect customers to pay you for the time you're learning. After all, no one will want to pay you for six hours of
work on a project that would take someone else an hour. There are a couple of ways you can develop your mastery of mechanics while working. Taking courses in engine repair is an option. Another is to specialize only in the types of engines with which you already have experience. A third is to be honest with your
customers, as to say, I have not worked on this type of engine before and then charge them only for the time you spent fixing your problem instead of the time you spent learning new skills. Before your business starts, you'll need to write a small engine repair business plan, detailing things like: Where will you work (with
good ventilation) What types of engines will repair What parts will you get How much you'll have to charge Who your customers will be doing additional revenue Tools and equipment you'll need and your costs According to Entrepreneur, you should be able to get your business up and running for as little as $10,000. This
could be much less if you already have the tools, and you are able to work from your own garage. Check state and local government requirements for a commercial license, register your business, and whether or not it needs to be linked. You will also need commercial insurance for liability and theft. There are many ways
to earn additional revenue, such as fixing and reselling used engines and equipment, renting that you have arranged or refurbished or obtain manufacturer certification to do warranty repair work. As you write your business plan, make it a point to do some market research. Talk to local distributors in the where you want to
work to find out if there's a demand for such repairs. If there is, these distributors could be a great source of reference. Putting a sign in your yard and running ads on Craigslist will help, but don't expect this type of passive marketing to attract a lot of customers when you start. You're going to have to go out and talk to
people. Go to your local marina if you're near the water or stop by the local producers' cooperative if you live in the country. Depending on where you live, there's a good chance winter is your slow season, with demand increasing in the spring and summer as people realize that their mowers, boat engines and leaf
blowers don't work properly. Treat everyone you know as a potential customer, and as your business grows, you should expect word of mouth to be your best marketing tool. Consumer Reports' Tightwad Tod blog defends the value of clinging to your clumsy car rather than negotiating, a well-maintained and reliable fool,
that is. The magazine's auto writers suggest that despite what your friends, parents or mechanics tell you, the best rule of business for the required service is the maintenance program recommended in your owner's manual. What are the non-essential elements you can normally do? They include radiator washes and
new fuel filters ... To avoid receiving unnecessary work, make a copy of the recommended service page, show it to the service administrator, and say: This is what I want. Simple, however, something most car owners have rarely considered. Hit the link for other tips on how to know when your clumsy is beyond its best.
Photo by berzowska. Hold on to that fool! [Tightwad Tod] With the large number of engineering courses available online, it's important to choose the right one before diving in. Use the search tool below to navigate through 100 online engineering courses across the web. Course lists provide information about the price,
institution, duration, and start date. One of the great features of online engineering courses, particularly of the online open variety, is that they are designed to serve a number of different purposes, depending on the individual student's goal. There are three basic results offered through online engineering courses: those
that give credit at the end, those that grant a certificate of completion or others that simply improve knowledge of the subject. Many courses offer all three learning style options. Here's a breakdown: Online engineering classes, including open online, are high-offer. Below is a sample of some of the best open online
engineering courses available: Basic Electrical Engineering - Secrets Revealed Offered by: Udemy Price: $50 Length: Auto-Rhythm Format: Lectures, Eligible Video for College Credit?: No This course consists of 15 lectures designed to teach secret students not to be taught secret secrets schools to improve their
understanding of the fundamentals of electrical engineering. Topics covered include: internal three-pin plug construction and safety; the mystery of the power triangle – KVAr explanations; insulation resistance; animated circuit work and construction; and more. Circuits and Electronics 1: Basic Circuit Analysis Offered by:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology through edX Price: Free; Optional verified certificate for $99 Duration: Five weeks, six hours per week Format: Video, textbook readings, assignments, online labs, tutorials (optional) and a final exam Eligible for college credit?: Not the first of three courses in circuits and electronics.
Topics covered include: resistive elements and networks; independent and dependent sources; linearity; overlap; Thevenin &amp; Norton Methods; digital abstraction; combined doors; MOSFET switches and small signal analysis. Elements of structures offered by: Massachusetts Institute of Technology through edX
Price: Free; Optional verified certificate for $100 Length: 10 weeks, 10 to 12 hours per week Format: Video, written materials, questionnaires Eligible for college credit?: No introduction to principles of structural analysis and resistance of materials in applications to three essential types of load elements: bars in axial load;
axisimetric axes in torque; and you do symmetrical in bending. Students study the fundamental concepts of continuous mechanics, including internal results, displacement fields, and stress. Energy within the environmental restrictions offered by: Harvard University through edX Price: Free; Optional verified certificate for
$125 Duration: 10 weeks, three to five hours per week Format: Video Eligible for college credit?: No Course examines the current energy system and how its environmental performance can be improved. It focuses on a working understanding of energy technologies, the environmental impacts of the energy system (air
pollution, climate change, land use) and emphasizes quantitative comparisons and trade-offs. Engineering Mechanics for 1st Year Engineering Students offered by: Udemy Price: $20 Length: Auto-rhythm; 14.5 Hours of Lectures Format: Eligible Video for College Credit?: No This 16-section course is designed to prepare
freshman engineering students. Topics include: area centroid, moment of inertia, concurrent forces, non-concurrent forces, friction, forces in space, particle kinematics, projectile movement, relative velocity, rigid body kinematics, particle kinetics, principles of impact and collision. Introduction to Aeronautical Engineering
Offered by: Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) via edX Price: Free; Optional verified certificate for $49 Length: 84 hours, self-guided format: conference videos (transcription available), exercises and demonstrations Eligible for college credit?: No Course course aeronautics using aviation history as a story line. It
uses examples taken from the beginning of aviation (the Montgolfier brothers, Wright brothers) to the current Airbus A380 and in the future. Three important topics are covered: aeronautics, aerodynamics and flight mechanics. Introduction to Electrical Engineering offered by: Khan Academy Price: Free Length: Varies;
Self-taught format: Video presentations, text Eligible for college credit?: There is no introduction to the fundamentals of electrical engineering. Topics include: mathematical and scientific preparation to study electrical engineering; numbers in electrical engineering; current and current address; voltage; basic electrical
quantities – current, voltage and power; define standard electrical units and conventional current. Robotics Specialization Offered by: University of Pennsylvania through Coursera Price: $49 per course, $264 to complete the six-course program Length: 18 weeks (Three to five hours per week, depending on class)
Format: MATLAB platform (free), videos, text and a capstone project Eligible for college credit?: No Robotics Specialization introduces how robots feel and reason; plan three-dimensional movements in a dynamic environment and adapt to environmental uncertainties. The courses conclude with capstone projects in
which students learn to program robots to perform a variety of tasks. Systems Engineering Offered by: Alison Price: Free Length: Two to Three Hours Format: Text, Final Assessment Eligible for College Credit?: No The course offers a comprehensive understanding and knowledge of system engineering. Topics covered
include: modern engineering; system methodologies, system concepts, ways of thinking and modeling and system diagrams. Of particular interest to students interested in the use of diagrams, risk assessment and problem solving. Quantum Mechanics for Scientists and Engineers Offered by: Stanford University Price:
Free Length: Nine weeks, seven to ten hours to week Format: Lecture based Eligible for college credit?: No A course specifically designed for technical professionals from a range of science and engineering backgrounds. Topics covered include: Schroedinger's wave equation; mathematics of quantum mechanical
waves; movement in quantum mechanics – wave packets, group speed and particle current; atomic orbitals and much more. There are still some people out there who consider distance learning as second-rate for traditional face-to-face courses. Their numbers are declining, however, as more reputable universities and
universities in the online education market. Consumers are also discovering that online courses and classes have some distinct advantages over their on-campus counterparts. Three of the largest: 1 Cost of an engineering degree Let's face it: college is prohibitively expensive expensive many students. That goes for
individual courses and full-grade programs. While it would be wrong to say that online engineering degree programs are cheap, they are generally less expensive than those earned on campus once one takes into account additional costs such as housing. And when it comes to opening engineering courses online, costs
fall significantly. Sometimes zero. 2 Hone on specific engineering topics Online course work lends itself well to engineering students who want to focus on a specific topic or topic. Students on campus are limited to the course subjects offered by their particular institutions. Even if the courses include the topic of interest,
students in the place should worry about other topics of less interest. 3 Flexible format At first glance, you might think that there would be clear disadvantages to studying engineering online. How is lab work handled, for example? Online engineering courses that require lab work overcome the problem by providing
access to local lab facilities or through mail lab kits completed at home. That gives online students a job opportunity through lectures and lab assignments at their own pace. The popularity of applications in the world of engineering and technology hardly needs to be explained. They're incredibly powerful and versatile



tools, and there's at least one for virtually every possible need you can imagine, whether educational or professional. Below is an example list of some of the best apps that exist today for engineers and engineering students: Watch Free Description Autodesk ForceEffect A mobile engineering app that simulates design
concepts. Features allow users to: sketch freehand elements and construction lines with snaps, constraints, and inferences; object sizing, global scaling, units, and constraints; import image as background; create unions; break the element in the joints; create fixed, ground and sliding supports; and much more. View free
Description ElectroDroid This app offers electrical engineers and students a handy collection of electronic tools and references, such as set-top boxes, calculators and converters. The Pro version, available for $2.99, includes more features and is ad-free. $8.99 See Description Mechanical Engineer Mechanical Engineer
contains more than 300 important mechanical engineering formulas, 300 additional conversion formulas and 70 area formulas. Areas included: actuators, bearings, belts, brakes, elevators, fluid power, gears, internal combustion, kinetic energy, plates, plumbing, power plants, cooling, axles, springs, vehicle drive and
more. $2.99 See Wolfram Alpha Description A huge information exchange center on virtually every science, math and engineering topic imaginable. Application responses use queries using algorithms and data. If you have an engineering question, Wolfram Alpha will find the answer. What's the most aspect of taking an
engineering course online compared to a traditional course in class? Self-discipline. Do online courses present logistical challenges? Online it actually solves a lot of logistical problems because it no longer has the problem of a student physically reaching a classroom. But, with enough self-discipline, a well-designed and
organized online class is not going to be more logistically challenging than one actually held in a classroom. If the class is not well designed and organized, there is a sense of being completely and completely lost. From [the instructor's] point of view, that's the biggest challenge. How do I test an engineering student's
course performance? In engineering, it's much more than just knowing the answer to any question. You have to test the depth of knowledge. And for that, you usually do things that are more project-based. In other words, you have this knowledge that needs to be learned, but you can't really measure it from a test or a
conference. So, you really have to get to something else to do that. Do you have any advice for students considering online engineering courses? Well, the first thing you have to decide is whether engineering is for you. Then the problem becomes: let's see if you can handle online [learning]. Here's a way to look at it. If
you're sitting and having dinner with your family, and you're finished, do you get up and start taking the dishes or let someone else do it? It's as simple as that. People who know something has to be done and do it right online. online.
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